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Book Condition: New. 228 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Dr. Mark Elliott is a
highly respected sport psychologist, author and speaker. His
ground-breaking Mental Monster Model has helped transform
ordinary performers into extraordinary ones and world-
beaters. His approach to developing mental toughness has
enabled many well-known professional and elite amateur
athletes and teams achieve huge goals and sporting success.
Mark is a BPS Chartered and HCPC-registered Sport and
Exercise Psychologist, and an Associate Fellow of the British
Psychological Society. He is a regular contributor to the print
and broadcast media and authored the bestselling sport
psychology book Facing Frankenstein - Defeat Your True
Opponent in Sport. With Secrets of the Mentally Tough Athlete
you have a practical book packed with specific skills,
techniques, strategies and routines that are used by world-
class athletes to become mentally tough. Each secret is not
only presented in a user-friendly and straightforward way, but
also has proven its effectiveness in the crucible of elite sport.
Used by the very best to be the very best, you have right now at
your fingertips 60 effective techniques you can begin to use...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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